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Visual Object Recognition 
Computational Models and Neurophysiological Mechanisms 
Neurobiology 230. Harvard College/GSAS 78454   

Class 1. Introduction to pattern recognition [Kreiman] 
Class 2. Visual input. Natural image statistics. The retina. [Kreiman] 
Class 3. Lesion and neurological studies of visual deficits in animals and humans. [Kreiman]  
Class 4. Psychophysics of visual object recognition [Jiye Kim] 
October 9: University Holiday 
Class 5. Introduction to the thalamus and primary visual cortex [Camille Gomez-Laberge] 
Class 6. Adventures into terra incognita. Neurophysiology beyond V1 [Frederico Azevedo] 
Class 7. First steps into inferior temporal cortex [Carlos Ponce] 
Class 8. From the highest echelons of visual processing to cognition [Leyla Isik] 
Class 9. Correlation and causality. Electrical stimulation in visual cortex [Kreiman]. 
Class 10. Theoretical neuroscience. Computational models of neurons and neural networks. [Kreiman] 
Class 11. Computer vision. Towards artificial intelligence systems for cognition  [Bill Lotter] 
Class 12. Vision and Language. [Andrei Barbu]   
Class 13. [Extra class] Towards understanding subjective visual perception. Visual consciousness. [Kreiman] 
FINAL EXAM 
 
 



Correlations do not imply causation 
(Non Causa Pro Causa) 

Some common logic errors: 

“Smoking is correlated with alcoholism” 

“Girls who watch soap operas are more likely to show eating disorders” 

“Watching violence on TV is correlated with being violent in real life” 

“Finns who speak the language of their Nordic neighbors are up to 25 percent less 
likely to fall ill than those who do not” 

“The majority of children with autism are diagnosed between the ages of 18 months 
and three years old. That's also the same period of time when children receive a 
large number of immunizations. People see the correlation between receiving 
immunizations and the diagnosis of autism, and assume that that means that the 
immunizations cause autism.” 

 



Neurons in visual area MT are sensitive to motion 

MT (also known as V5) receives direct (magno) input from V1 
MT neurons are sensitive to motion (and other properties, e.g. disparity) 
Tuned to motion direction 
Typical stimulus: random dots with a given degree of coherent motion 
 
 

Salzman et al 1990 

No specially 
colored dots in 
the actual 
stimulus 



Electrical stimulation in area MT, 
experiment design 

Salzman et al 1990 

10 uA biphasic pulses 
200 Hz 
0.2 msec 
150 um clusters of similar 
preference 
Stimulus placed in receptive field 
Response indicated by saccades 
Rewarded on correct responses 
 



Electrical stimulation in area MT biases monkeys’ 
perception 

Salzman et al 1990 

Two 
example  
stimulation 
sites 



Electrical stimulation, population analysis 

Salzman et al 1990 



Electrical stimulation in the human brain 

Penfield & Perot. The brain's record of auditory and visual experience. 
A final summary and discussion. Brain (1963) 86:595-696 



Electrical stimulation in the human medial 
temporal lobe 

Bartolomei et al 2004 



Electrical stimulation in the human medial 
temporal lobe 

Halgren et al 1978 



Summary of electrical stimulation studies in the 
human brain 

Gloor et al 1982 



Electrical stimulation in early occipital cortex 
produces topographically-organized phosphenes 

Brindley et al 1968  



Electrical stimulation can induce color 
perception 

1 subject 
1 electrode 
 
300 ms stimulating 
current, 200 Hz biphasic 
 
Reported percept: “blue, 
purple color, like aluminum 
foil when it burns” 
 
Near the center of gaze 
but not localizable to a 
small area 
 
Increasing electrical 
stimulation to 1 second 
prolonged the percept but 
did not change its quality 

Murphey et al. Current Biology. 2008 



Electrical stimulation can induce color 
perception 

Murphey et al. Current Biology 2008 



Electrical stimulation in face areas distorts 
face perception 

Allison, T., Ginter, H., 
McCarthy, G., Nobre, 
A. C., Puce, A., Luby, 
M., et al. (1994). Face 
recognition in human 
extrastriate cortex. 
Journal of 
Neurophysiology, 
71(2), 821-825. 



Electrical stimulation in face areas distorts 
face perception 

LINK TO MOVIE 

Parvizi, J., Jacques, C., Foster, B. L., Withoft, N., Rangarajan, V., Weiner, K. S., et al. (2012). 
Electrical stimulation of human fusiform face-selective regions distorts face perception. J 
Neurosci, 32(43), 14915-14920. 



Towards prosthetic devices for the visually 
impaired 



Using	light	to	modulate	neural	ac2vity	
in	cortex	with	high	specificity	

Hahn et al, Neuron 2009, Frontiers in Neuroscience 2011 

Boyden-Desimone 

activate 

silence 



Comments and open questions in electrical 
stimulation studies 
-  What exactly happens in the brain upon electrical stimulation? 

-  How specific are the effects of electrical stimulation? 

-  How many neurons are stimulated? 

-  How does this number depend on the intensity, electrode diameter, pulse type 

-  Say  that 5000 neurons fire in one direction and another 5000 neurons fire in another direction. 
Stimulation gives some average. 

-  May be dependent on topography (and therefore reflect more about topography than 
computation). “Elections analogy”: Force 20,000 people in Florida to vote, then average results. 
 
- What types of neurons are being stimulated? 
 
-  How can we distinguish direct versus indirect effects? 

-  What type of evidence would convince us of a causal relationship between neuronal activity and 
perception? 
 

 



Further reading 

Original articles cited in class (see lecture notes for complete list) 
•  Penfield, W., & Perot, P. (1963). The brain's record of auditory and visual experience. A final 

summary and discussion. Brain, 86(4), 595-696. 
•  Salzman, C., Britten, K., & Newsome, W. (1990). Cortical microstimulation influences 

perceptual judgments of motion direction. Nature, 346, 174-177. 
•  Gloor, P., Olivier, A., & Ives, J. (1980). Loss of consciousness in temporal lobe seizures: 

observations obtained with stereotaxis depth electrode recordings and stimulations. Paper 
presented at the Advances in Epileptology:. 

•  Bartolomei, F., Barbeau, E., Gavaret, M., Guye, M., McGonigal, A., Regis, J., et al. (2004). 
Cortical stimulation study of the role of rhinal cortex in deja vu and reminiscence of memories. 
Neurology, 63(5), 858-864. 

•  Halgren, E., Walter, R. D., Cherlow, D. G., & Crandall, P. H. (1978). Mental phenomena evoked 
by electrical stimulation of the human hippocampal formation and amygdala. Brain, 101, 
83-117. 

•  Murphey, D. K., Yoshor, D., & Beauchamp, M. S. (2008). Perception matches selectivity in the 
human anterior color center. Curr Biol, 18(3), 216-220. 

•  Afraz, S. R., Kiani, R., & Esteky, H. (2006). Microstimulation of inferotemporal cortex influences 
face categorization. Nature, 442(7103), 692-695. 

•  Allison, T., Ginter, H., McCarthy, G., Nobre, A. C., Puce, A., Luby, M., et al. (1994). Face 
recognition in human extrastriate cortex. Journal of Neurophysiology, 71(2), 821-825. 

•  Parvizi, J., Jacques, C., Foster, B. L., Withoft, N., Rangarajan, V., Weiner, K. S., et al. (2012). 
Electrical stimulation of human fusiform face-selective regions distorts face perception. J 
Neurosci, 32(43), 14915-14920 


